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Abbey transforms learning delivery with Innate’s resource management software
Financial services company Abbey, now part of the Gruppo Santander bank, faced a major
challenge in the organisation of its internal training programmes., Abbey’s Learning Delivery
Division is responsible for scheduling and delivering over 108,000 delegate days each year
across 120 course titles and many UK sites.

The 130 Learning Delivery staff encompass the wide range and level of skills and accreditation
necessary to deliver existing courses and develop new courses and course materials.

Abbey Learning Delivery’s goal was to dramatically improve its processes for scheduling and
resourcing its total development and delivery workload, to publish firm and robust training
schedules, to demonstrate efficient use of its skills and resources, and to automate its
management reporting. It needed to replace its inefficient manual processes and spreadsheets.

The software tools Abbey chose to solve the challenge were Innate Resource Manager and
Innate Timesheets, which were quickly implemented and are now delivering the benefits
envisaged.
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Of great importance to Abbey is the fact that
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accidental or deliberate tampering with the
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